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Abstract
Although evolution is a multifactorial process, theory posits that the speed of molecular evolution should be directly
determined by the rate at which spontaneous mutations appear. To what extent these two biochemical and population-
scale processes are related in nature, however, is largely unknown. Viruses are an ideal system for addressing this question
because their evolution is fast enough to be observed in real time, and experimentally-determined mutation rates are
abundant. This article provides statistically supported evidence that the mutation rate determines molecular evolution
across all types of viruses. Properties of the viral genome such as its size and chemical composition are identified as major
determinants of these rates. Furthermore, a quantitative analysis reveals that, as expected, evolution rates increase linearly
with mutation rates for slowly mutating viruses. However, this relationship plateaus for fast mutating viruses. A model is
proposed in which deleterious mutations impose an evolutionary speed limit and set an extinction threshold in nature. The
model is consistent with data from replication kinetics, selection strength and chemical mutagenesis studies.
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Introduction
Mutations result from biochemical processes such as replication
errors, editing, or nucleic acid damage, but their spread and
fixation is a population-genetics process that takes place over much
broader scales. Remarkably, the neutral theory of molecular
evolution posits that the mutation rate should be the sole
determinant of molecular evolution rates [1], and adaptation
theory also assigns a central role to mutation [2,3]. However, it is
unclear to what extent this direct association between mutation
and evolution holds true in nature because a variety of complex
selective, ecological and demographical factors can potentially
affect the evolutionary process at the molecular level [2,4,5].
Viruses offer an excellent system for addressing this question
because their evolution is fast enough to be measured directly from
isolates collected within timescales of years [6] and their mutation
rates vary by several orders of magnitude [7]. The viral mutation
rate has been shown to determine pathogenesis [8,9], the risk of
drug resistance [10], vaccine efficacy [11,12], the success of
antiviral treatments [13–15], or the likelihood of emergence of
new diseases [16,17]. It is also known that most RNA viruses
evolve extremely fast owing to their high mutation rates, which in
turn are explained biochemically by the absence of proofreading
or repair mechanisms [5,15]. However, our current knowledge of
the evolutionary consequences of viral mutation is mainly
qualitative or restricted to a small subset of viruses.
By undertaking a systematic quantitative analysis, this work
shows that the evolution rates of major viral groups in nature are
consistent with mutation rate estimates obtained under controlled
laboratory conditions. The size, polarity and number of genome
strands are identified as major determinants of viral mutation and
evolution. According to a purely neutral model, the evolution rate
should increase linearly with the mutation rate, and this prediction
is confirmed for viruses with relatively low mutation rates.
However, evolution rates increase less than linearly as mutation
rates become higher. A model in which the fitness load imposed by
transient deleterious mutations retards molecular evolution is
proposed, and the inferred parameters are tested using data from
site-directed mutagenesis studies and other sources of evidence.
This model predicts that further increases of the mutation rate
would have a negative impact on viral evolution and suggests that
RNA viruses replicate near an extinction threshold in nature.
Results/Discussion
Variation in mutation and evolution rates across viruses
A recent compilation of experimentally-determined mutation
rates yielded 37 standardized estimates for 23 viruses [7]. These
rates range from 10
28 to 10
23 substitutions per nucleotide site per
cell infection (s/n/c) and vary significantly among the major
groups defined by the Baltimore classification of viruses (Figure 1a;
nested ANOVA: P=0.002). For evolution rates, 223 estimates
corresponding to 84 different viruses were collected (Text S1), all
of which were obtained using Bayesian analysis of dated sequences
[18] and after validation of the molecular clock. This methodo-
logical consistency is critical to make reliable comparisons since
evolution rates can vary strongly depending on the estimation
procedure [19,20]. The collected evolution rates range from 10
26
to 10
22 substitutions per nucleotide site per year (s/n/y) and also
vary significantly among Baltimore groups (Figure 1b; nested
ANOVA: P,0.001). The fastest evolution corresponds to single-
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by double stranded (ds) RNA and ssDNA viruses, whereas dsDNA
viruses evolve more slowly on average (Tukey’s post-hoc test:
P,0.05). This confirms the well-known difference between RNA
and DNA viruses [5,15] and, further, demonstrates that single-
stranded viruses tend to evolve faster than double-stranded viruses
regardless of whether their genetic material is RNA or DNA (two-
way nested ANOVA excluding RT viruses: P,0.001). Among the
seven viruses for which both mutation and evolution rates have
been determined, these correlate positively (Figure 2a; Pearson
r=0.813, P=0.026). Furthermore, when averages are calculated
for each Baltimore group using all available estimates, mutation
and evolution rates show a strongly positive correlation (Figure 2b;
r=0.946, P=0.004).
Evolutionary basis for the correlation between mutation
and evolution rates
Consider first a purely neutral model in which the evolution rate
K is proportional to the mutation rate m [1]. Therefore, K~am,o r
equivalently, logK~logazlogm, log-scales being here more
appropriate for model fitting because the data range several orders
of magnitude. Notice that the model specifically predicts that the
linear relationship between log K and log m has slope 1.0. The
value of a depends on the number of cell infection cycles
(generations) per year (g) and on the fraction of effectively neutral
mutations (a) such that a~ga. For viruses with relatively low
mutation rates (dsDNA, ssDNA and dsRNA viruses), this model
fits the data accurately (r
2=0.995, Figure 2b), yielding log10
a=2.3760.02 (SEM). This is in full agreement with the neutral
theory, although adaptive evolution may produce a similar pattern
in some cases [2]. However, K increases less than linearly with m
for the fastest mutating viruses (ssRNA an RT viruses) and the
overall fit of the above model is poor (r
2=0.432). Because transient
deleterious mutations are highly abundant in RNA virus
populations [21], the spread and fixation of mutations should be
slowed down by the presence of deleterious mutations elsewhere in
the genome. Specifically, the expected fraction of individuals not
carrying these mutations is P0~e{(1{a)mG=sH, where G is genome
Figure 1. Mutation and evolution rate estimates for the major
groups defined by the Baltimore classification of viruses. a:
mutation rates; b: evolution rates. Each data point corresponds to an
individual estimate. Bars indicate log-scale (geometric) means.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1002685.g001
Figure 2. Relationship between mutation and evolution rates
across viruses. Symbols for each Baltimore group are the same as in
Figure 1. a: evolution rates versus mutation rates for seven viruses (HSV-
1: herpes simplex virus 1; TMV: tobacco mosaic virus; AHBV: avian
hepatitis B virus; FLUVA: influenza A virus; HIV-1: human immunode-
ficiency virus 1; PV-1: poliovirus 1; HCV: hepatitis C virus). b: log-scale
mean 6 SEM mutation and evolution rates for each Baltimore group.
The dotted line indicates the prediction from a purely neutral model,
whereas the dashed line corresponds to a model that incorporates
deleterious mutations.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1002685.g002
Author Summary
Viruses are an excellent system for addressing the
evolutionary implications of mutation because their
mutation rates vary by orders of magnitude, and their
evolution takes place within the time frame of human
observation. Theory posits a direct relationship between
these two processes, but this has rarely been tested
empirically. This work shows that evolution rates in nature
correlate with experimentally-determined mutation rates
for the major viral groups, and identifies key genome
properties determining these rates. Current theory allows
us to predict evolution rates accurately for slowly-mutating
viruses but fails for the fastest mutating viruses. To solve
this limitation, a model in which deleterious mutations
play a key evolutionary role is proposed.
Viral Mutation and Evolution
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this into account, the predicted evolution rate becomes
K~amP0~ame{bmG, with a~ga and b~(1{a)=sH. This mod-
ification strongly improves the model (Figure 2b; r
2=0.995; partial
F-test: P,0.001), yielding log10 a=2.38760.027 and
b=3.74460.172. Therefore, short-lived deleterious mutations
appear to play a key role is setting the rate of molecular evolution
in RNA viruses. Although this effect concerns mainly neutral
evolution, it should also be relevant to models of adaptation [3].
The inferred values for parameters a and b are consistent with
independent sources of evidence. Site-directed mutagenesis studies
in which the fitness effects of point mutations were determined for
tobacco etch virus [22], bacteriophage Qb [23] and vesicular
stomatitis virus [24] (three ssRNA viruses) gave a<0.27 and sH
values ranging from 0.172 to 0.338 (Text S1). Using b~(1{a)=sH
allows us to obtain an estimate of b which ranges from 1.475 to
5.177 and includes the value b=3.744 inferred above. However,
the interval is relatively wide and thus does not provide a very
stringent test of the model. Additionally, although the three viruses
belong to different families and infect widely different hosts, some
caution is granted because the estimated sH was based on three
species only. Concerning parameter a, if we again assume a=0.27
the estimated number of cell infection cycles per year averaged
across viruses is g~102:39=a~885. This is equivalent to one cell
infection every 10 h, which is a realistic value for a variety of
actively replicating eukaryotic viruses [25–28]. Therefore, the
above model linking mutation and evolution rates is in broad
agreement with empirical evidence from quantitative replication
kinetics, selection strength and chemical mutagenesis studies.
An extinction threshold in nature
Previous experimental work has shown that slight elevations of
the mutation rate (on the order of threefold) can lead to drastic
fitness losses in a variety of ssRNA and RT viruses and often
achieve mutagenesis-induced population extinction in the labora-
tory, suggesting a possible antiviral strategy [13–15]. However,
evidence showing the relevance of these observations in natural
populations has remained elusive. The above model predicts that
the rate of evolution should be maximal when the genomic
mutation rate is mG~1=b~0:267 (i.e. when dK=dm~0), and then
decays exponentially. The mean genomic mutation rates of
ss(+)RNA viruses (0.66360.417), ss(2)RNA viruses (0.3726
0.124) and RT viruses (0.44560.116) are slightly higher but not
significantly different from this value (one-sample t-tests:
P$0.150), implying that these viruses replicate close to the
optimal mutation rate. However, this also means that further
increases of the mutation rate would actually reduce the evolution
rates of these viruses in nature and potentially endanger their
survival. For instance, on average, a threefold increase in the
mutation rate of ss(+)RNA viruses would produce a 48-fold
evolutionary slowdown. Figure 3 shows the predicted relationship
between mutation and evolution rates for hepatitis C virus,
poliovirus 1, influenza A virus, and human immunodeficiency
virus 1, four well-studied human viruses.
Correlation between genome size, mutation rate, and
evolution rate
Drake’s rule establishes that the genomic mutation rate is
approximately constant across DNA microorganisms (including
viruses) and equal to 0.003 substitutions per generation [29,30].
Since m<0.003/G, it is possible to use G as an inverse correlate of
m to further test the association between mutation and evolution
rates. If mutation rates determine evolution, DNA viruses with
small genomes should tend to evolve faster than those with large
genomes. Confirming this prediction, the evolution rates of 19
different DNA viruses correlate negatively with their genome sizes
(Figure 4a; partial r=20.707, P=0.001) and, importantly, this
correlation remains significant after accounting for the fact that
ssDNA viruses usually have smaller genomes than dsDNA viruses
(partial r=20.551, P=0.022). A linear regression of the form
logK~mlogGzp gives m=20.90660.216 and p=20.3496
0.890. The estimate of m does not deviate significantly from 1.0 (t-
test: P=0.667), further supporting the linear relationship between
K and m shown above for slowly-mutating viruses. An apparent
outlier is the human papillomavirus (HPV) 16, which evolves faster
than expected from its genome size. However, this rate was
obtained from sequences sampled only three years apart, and there
is a known tendency for evolution rate estimates to become
inflated in the short-term [20]. Indeed, the HPV-16 estimate and
those for varicella zoster and human adenovirus C are considered
unreliable [31]. Small dsDNA viruses (HPV-16 and two poly-
omaviruses) are also problematic because their mutation rates
have not been determined and there is little consensus about their
evolution rates [31]. However, supporting the robustness of the
results, the above correlations remain unaffected or even improve
after removing these five viruses (r=20.791, P=0.001 and
r=20.629, P=0.029, respectively).
Concerning RNA viruses, recent work suggests that there may
also be an inverse relationship between mutation rates and
genome sizes, although less evident than for DNA viruses [7]
probably because their narrower genome size range makes it more
difficult to demonstrate this association. Interestingly, genome sizes
and evolution rates also correlate negatively among RNA viruses
[32], yet this correlation is much weaker than for DNA viruses
(Figure 4b; partial correlation excluding RT viruses: r=20.267,
P=0.038).
Figure 3. Expected relationship between mutation and evolu-
tion rates according to the neutral-deleterious evolution
model for four human viruses: HCV (hepatitis C virus), PV-1
(poliovirus 1), FLUVA (influenza A virus), and HIV-1 (human
immunodeficiency virus 1). Curves indicate the prediction obtained
using log10 a=2.387, b=3.744, and the corresponding genome size of
each virus. White dots show the observed average rates. These four
viruses were chosen for representation because of the relatively high
number of estimates available (see [7] and Text S1). Fewer data are
available for the other three viruses appearing in Figure 2a, and their
predicted rates deviated more from the observed values.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1002685.g003
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Several factors can determine viral evolution in addition to the
mutation rate. For instance, viruses undergoing fewer replication
cycles per time unit should evolve more slowly, and this appears to
be the case of water- or vector-borne viruses which spend longer
periods of inactivity than directly transmitted viruses [32,33]. In
latently integrated retroviruses, viral replication is carried out by
the host machinery, thus reducing dramatically the mutation rate
compared to actively replicating viruses. This can explain why a
very low rate of evolution was inferred for foamy virus based on a
well-supported host-virus co-speciation pattern [34]. Similar
results have been obtained for vertically transmitted human T-
cell leukemia viruses [35] and for papilloma viruses coevolving
with felids [36]. On the other hand, positive selection associated
with recent host jumps or immune pressure can accelerate
evolution, and a similar effect occurs in viruses experiencing
strong transmission bottlenecks because this reduces the effective
population size and relaxes selection against deleterious mutations
[17]. Taking these factors into account and given that estimation
errors are usually large, it is not surprising that mutation and
evolution rates show considerable scatter, and that their relation-
ship becomes evident only after averaging large and comparable
datasets.
Another necessary caveat is that time-structured sequence data
spanning years or decades often contain short-lived polymor-
phisms. Among other factors, this explains why evolution rates
inferred in this manner are generally higher than those based on
long-term calibration points such as co-speciation events [20], and
warns against comparing rates obtained by such different methods.
Although the dataset used here was based on dated samples only
and was methodologically consistent, sampling timespans were
inevitably variable, but this was accounted for in the statistical
analysis. It was not possible to use studies based on co-speciation
events for testing the model because estimates obtained in this way
are not reliable for most viral types. Finally, a potential
methodological pitfall is that some viral species and families have
been more extensively studied than others, thus introducing
sampling bias. A more robust analysis consists of giving the same
weight to all species and families, independent of the number of
estimates available for each. This alternative averaging method
gave very similar results (see Methods for details).
Conclusion
The classical notion that RNA viruses are the fastest mutating
and evolving entities in nature has been revised, after several
recent reports showing that the evolution rates of ssDNA viruses
are similarly high [5]. This is compatible with the finding that
mutation and evolution rates are generally higher in single-
stranded viruses than in double-stranded viruses (RNA or DNA), a
possible explanation being the greater instability of single-stranded
nucleic acids [37]. On the other hand, mutation and evolution
rates appear to vary smoothly across viruses and, therefore,
defining discrete categories may not be a helpful approach. From a
broader perspective, despite the extreme diversity of viral types,
the above model provides a simple and general framework for how
mutation rates determine viral evolution. This generality is
achieved after incorporating the impact of deleterious mutations
on evolution, which should be particularly significant in ssRNA
and RT viruses. The proposed model is consistent with several
independent sources of evidence but, to further consolidate it,
additional empirical studies will be needed. For instance, selection
strength data have been obtained experimentally only for a
handful of viruses. Also, the mutation rates in eukaryotic ssDNA
and dsRNA viruses are largely unknown, and a similar uncertainty
exists for evolution rates in bacteriophages and small dsDNA
viruses. The present work provides well-defined predictions for
addressing these issues in the future.
Methods
Mutation rates were taken directly from a recent meta-analysis
[7]. Evolution rates were selected from the literature according to
the inclusion criteria indicated in the text. For methodological
consistency, estimates based on long-term virus-host co-speciation
events were not used. Although co-speciation is well supported for
some DNA viruses, it is not for most RNA viruses [38]. Since
evolution rates are known to be time-dependent [20], inclusion of
co-speciation data for DNA viruses would inflate differences
between DNA and RNA viruses. Similarly, within and among host
evolution rates differ systematically [39] and thus the former were
not used. Estimates from the same study but corresponding to
different datasets (genes or groups of sequences) were treated as
independent observations, whereas those obtained from the same
dataset using different methods were averaged before analysis or
the best-fit value was used if available. Because raw rates ranged
several orders of magnitude log-transformed data were used. Data
normality was satisfied within each Baltimore category after this
transformation for both mutation and evolution rates (Kolmo-
gorov-Smirnov tests: P$0.258).
In ANOVA and correlation tests, the sampling timespan was
used as a covariate to account for evolution rate time-dependency.
Mean rates for each Baltimore category were calculated directly
from individual observations. Although the Baltimore classification
Figure 4. Viral evolution rate versus genome size. a: DNA viruses;
b: RNA viruses. The least-squares linear regression lines are shown.
Symbols for each Baltimore group are the same as in Figure 1.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1002685.g004
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groups were pooled because there were data for few species, but
similar results were obtained using the full set of Baltimore groups
(not shown). For model fitting, log-scale means were also used
except for the mG term appearing in equation K~
amP0~ame{bmG for which arithmetic means were used. For the
ss(+)RNA group this mean (1.18560.478) was strongly affected by
a few extremely high estimates and thus, a previously-defined
subset of more reliable estimates [7] was used instead. However,
using mG=1.185, the model with deleterious mutations also
provided a significant improvement over the purely neutral model
(partial F-test: P=0.017), yielding log10 a=2.28760.105,
b=2.11660.449, and r
2=0.914. To account for the fact that
some viral species or families were more represented than others,
the analysis was repeated after calculating unweighted averages
hierarchically first for each species, then for each family, then for
each Baltimore group. In addition to reducing bias, this method
accounts for phylogenetic relatedness (on the other hand, it
increases error because of the fewer estimates available for some
groups). The correlation between mutation and evolution rates
was maintained (r=0.923, P=0.009) and the model with
deleterious mutations provided again the best fit (r
2=0.961;
partial F-test: P,0.001). To further test the robustness of the
results, the analysis was also redone using medians instead of
means. The correlation between mutation and evolution rates was
r=0.956 (P=0.003) and, again, the model with deleterious
mutations explained the data better than the purely neutral one
(r
2=0.926; partial F-test: P=0.012). In these two alternative
analyses, the average mG for ss(+)RNA viruses was also calculated
using the subset of more reliable estimates.
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